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Reconstruction of contacts in search space
from a whisker sensor array

Description

Rodents move their vibrissae rhythmically to sense the contact around their near search
space and tactually explore the surroundings. As a non-intrusive tactile-based percep-
tion solution, these whiskers could typically be used to extract contour and textural
feature from objects or actively avoid collisions. They were formed in an array with
specific pattern and different curved profile or length. Several previous works [1] focus
on building simulation, incorporating realistic morphology of the rat whisker array to
predict the time-varying mechanical signal generated at each whisker base. However, it
is lack of the use in practical and hard to implement. On the other hand, even though
it is important to give accurate contact estimate along the shaft on single whisker, yet
it could be quite difficult to acquire it on array since it is too much dense. Based on
our current focus on magnetically transduced whiskers [2] and a ready-to-go estimate
method on tip-tap, a geometrical surface or encompassed volume formed by vibrissal
tips could be a potential new contact expression on whisker’s perception.

Tasks

In this project, you will develop communication between single whisker tactile sensor,
form an array with pattern on board and explore the application on its geometric-based
contact information. Specially, your task will include: 1). develop a device that supports
multiple whisker sensor unit and build real-time communication between the sensors’
board and computer, 2). explore and build new expression of contact information from
whisker array based on vibrissal tips and their geometrical profile, 3). build simulation
and integrate it with a biomimetic rodent robot.

[1] A dynamical model for generating synthetic data to quantify active tactile sensing behavior in the rat[J]. Procee-
dings of the National Academy of Sciences, 2021; [2] A magnetically transduced whisker for angular displacement
and moment sensing[C]. 2019 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS).
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